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Policy

• All Member Clubs must permit parents and guardians access to training sessions.
• Access may include sitting areas, in person viewing options, closed-circuit broadcast or similar methods of viewing.
• Each training session must be accessible to at least a portion of the Member Club’s parents and guardians. This includes parents of all aspect of the gym’s athletes.

Simply put, all interactions with athletes MUST be able to be observed and interrupted by another person.
Managing Distractions

• Member Clubs may set parameters for appropriate viewing behavior
• Member Clubs may not prohibit a specific a parent or guardian from physical access without fair notice and warning
• The Member Club must provide a reasonable alternative for any parent or guardian who has been excluded from practice due to disruptive behavior

Documentation Matters!
Benefits of Parental Access to Training

• Parents become equal stakeholders in the safety of the athlete
• Accountability
• Transparency
• Personal Liability
• Business Liability
• Removes the Questions
• Protection for Colleagues
• Elevated professionalism
Line of Site

What can you see from your physical location? What is your awareness level? Who can see you?

What will your defense be if you weren’t seen?
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Trends Seen in Safe Sport Reports

• Parent Viewing Areas
  - Blind Spots
  - Space/Size
  - Viewing Distance

• Parent Viewing Schedules

• Poor Club to Parent Communication and nonexistent documentation

• Resistance by Clubs or Coaches when parents raise a concern

• Miscommunication and misunderstanding of medical emergencies when parents are absent from training sessions

• Misunderstanding of a situation due to athlete age and maturity level
Embrace Transparency through... LIVE STREAMING!
Spot TV Overview

• Integrate into your existing camera system
• Turnkey HD System Install and Setup
• Enterprise Recording Software for Mgmt
• Program Features:
  • Admin Dashboard to set:
    • Viewing Schedules
    • Viewing Areas
    • Viewing Sessions
  • IOS and Android Apps
  • Login controls with audit history
  • Meets online banking security protocols
  • Both a family and mgmt support center!
How secure is Spot TV Online Streaming?

• 12+ years of Online Streaming Experience.
• Encrypted Streaming that exceeds Online Banking compliance.
• Hack Prevention + REDUNDANCIES.
• Program Features (i.e. facial recognition, Stream Shield, etc).
• Family familiarity from Child Care.
Parent Viewing Access

• An extension of your existing open door policy.
• Extend your existing viewing room to an online portal.
• Keep Kids focused and avoid coaching distractions.
• Eliminate the need for parent on-site viewing schedules.
• Better vantage points for parents for different areas of the gym.
Complimentary Learning

• What is Complementary Learning?
• ‘Partner Parents’:
  • Involved families are our #1 asset!
  • A focus on developmental collaboration!
  • Mom or Dad, “What did you learn today?”
• Keep families connected and involved without the foot traffic and distraction.
A Partnership and Integration for Better Parent Engagement!
The Hawthorne Effect (or Observer Effect): Observation changes Behavior

• Immediately begin seeing an increase in productivity and performance from your team.
• Increase your training and management capabilities (more teachable moments).
• Decrease overall risk exposure with more mgmt eyes on the floor.
OK, OK, OK.... HOW MUCH IS THIS?

• Do you have an existing camera system?
  • **USAG MEMBER PROMO!**
  • “FREE Server Integration”
  • Monthly Program & Service: $99 - $250/mo.

• I need a 7 camera system:
  • Turnkey Installation + Complete Equipment Package.
  • Appx $3,500 (financing options available).
  • Monthly Program & Service: $150 - $250/mo.

• I need a 15 camera system:
  • Turnkey Installation + Complete Equipment Package.
  • Appx $7,500 (financing options available).
  • Monthly Program & Service: $175 - $275/mo.
INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE?

Team Spot TV
Visit us online at www.spottv.pro!
contact@spottv.pro
1-844-307-7768

Shelba Waldron
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Swaldron@usagym.org
317-829-5673

Thank you!